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Thank you for your interest in our products, since we do have different ones we have come up with some work
instructions.  First let me start by saying that Rocket Prep is derived from a base of  RTG3X is a highly
concentrated traction compound.  We utilize our 40 years of paint and coatings experience to bring the best
compound out there.  We have created several different formulas that can be intermixed to “custom tune your
prep”.   Surface conditions play a huge part in the ability to have traction. Other factors involved are climate
conditions.  A cold surface, cold air temp and low humidity will have very different effects on how the prep
reacts compared to hot surface, high air temps and high humidity.

Hopefully this guide will give you a good baseline to help “custom tune your prep” and have that extra
advantage that is critical.  All of the formulas can be intermixed to create your own blend for your conditions.
Here is a quick breakdown of the different preps we currently offer.

Blue Label is good for all applications, it has performed very well under all conditions.

Black Label is a version that has more glue resin and additives to allow the prep to fill in the voids of some of
the most undesirable surfaces. (higher cost)

Red Label has a faster flash so that it will work better in the higher and lower temps.

Example:
Virgin surface = 100% black label.
Virgin surface with cold or hot temperatures (below 40, above 80) = 50% black label, 50% red label.

First pair or first round back of the track = 50% blue label, 50 % black

Remaining rounds = 100% blue label.  (we have found that the track will come around in most cases at least to
the 60 foot mark by the end of first round and blue label is best suited).  In colder or hotter temps 100% Red
label.  Also, 100% Red Label when the puddle is full of other preps and you would like to cut through them.

If you walk the track and feel you need a little more adjustment for more tack do so black label.

If it gets later in the evening (morning) and the temp has dropped or dew starts to set in, adjust with some red
label.

Thank you again for your interest and purchase of Rocket Prep. Contact me anytime with questions or concerns.
740-272-2551
Sincerely,

Brian Parish


